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Executive Summary
The Retail Electric Competition and Consumer Protection Act of 1999 requires the
Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia (“Commission”) to report to the
Council of the District of Columbia (“District Council”) every two years, beginning July 1,
2003, on fuel mix information for the electricity sold in the District of Columbia (“District”),
the amount of electricity sold in the District that comes from renewable sources, and on the
feasibility of requiring each licensed electricity supplier doing business in the District to
provide a minimum percentage of electricity sold from renewable sources.1 To collect the
information necessary for this report, the Commission has adopted fuel mix disclosure
regulations that require suppliers serving load in the District to report their most current fuel
mix statistics supplied by the Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”) that provides
service to the District, i.e. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”). Twenty-eight (28) of the
thirty-seven (37) electricity suppliers (including Pepco) serving customers in the District
reported their fuel mix statistics to the Commission by the June 1, 2017 due date—with a total
of thirty-three (33) reports filed by June 19, 2017. These reports are related to the PJM
System Fuel Mix for 2016, which follows:
Fuel Source
Coal
Nuclear
Natural gas
Oil
Total Renewables
Total

Share
34.3%
34.7%
26.3%
0.2%
4.5%
100.0%

In 2016, the share of natural gas used to provide electricity increased to 26.3 percent from
23.0 percent in 2015, while the share of coal decreased to 34.3 percent from 36.6 percent in
2015. The share of renewable resources also continues to rise, although its share of
generation still remains relatively small—around 4.5 percent in 2016 compared to 4.3 percent
in 2015—with wind energy representing the largest share with 2.2 percent, followed by
hydroelectric power at 1.0 percent.
The impact of renewable resources is not easily accounted for in the fuel mix
reporting. The renewable resources component in the fuel mix for any particular year may be
different from the same component in the RPS report for that same year because of the
manner in which the RPS requirement is implemented. In particular, pursuant to the
Commission’s RPS rules, RECs are valid for three years from the date of generation. To the
extent that an electricity supplier meets its RPS compliance requirement using RECs from a
year different from the fuel mix reporting period, the renewable component should not be
reflected in the report due to the difference in the date of generation.2 In addition, District
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D.C. Code § 34-1517(c) (2).
For example, if the fuel mix reporting period is for calendar year 2016 and the electricity supplier
acquired some RECs associated with generation in 2015 to comply with the renewable portfolio standard, then
the supplier’s fuel mix report should not count the renewable resources associated with generation in 2015. The
2
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consumers may enter into purchase power agreements for renewable resources that may not
be directly reflected in the fuel mix reported by suppliers.
The District Council also enacted the Omnibus Utility Amendment Act of 2004 that,
among other things, requires the Commission to determine the feasibility of an electricity
supplier to disclose every six months emissions on a pound per megawatt-hour basis and the
fuel mix of the electricity sold by that supplier in the District.3 In September 2008, the
Commission adopted final rules that require the electricity suppliers to file reports showing
their emissions in pounds per megawatt-hour for carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide and sulfur
dioxide. The 2016 emissions disclosure available from PJM-EIS show a decrease in the
amount of emissions from carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and sulfur dioxide, compared to
2015. Based on the PJM System Fuel Mix, the 2015 and 2016 emissions are as follows:
Emissions (lbs. per MWH)

Carbon dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Sulfur dioxide

2015
1014.29
0.78
1.61

2016
992.04
0.75
1.32

The fuel mix and emissions information can help the District’s customers make more
informed choices when selecting their electricity supplier and help the District community
monitor the environmental impacts of the fuel choices that are being made. This is becoming
more important as residential consumers continue to choose alternative electricity suppliers.
Currently, about 15 percent of the District’s residential customers receive electricity supplied
by an alternative supplier. The Commission will continue to monitor the fuel mix and
emission reports to ensure that the information is being properly disclosed and to improve
upon the reporting.

only RECs that should be included in the fuel mix report would be those renewable resources associated with
generation in 2016.
3
D.C. Code § 34-1504(c) (2)(A).
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I.

Introduction

The Retail Electric Competition and Consumer Protection Act of 1999 requires the
Commission to report to the District Council every two years, beginning July 1, 2003, on fuel
mix information for the electricity sold in the District. In the next section, Section II, we
describe the reporting requirements for fuel mix and emissions that the Commission has
implemented in the District.
In Section III, we provide information on the PJM
Interconnection’s (“PJM”)—the Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”) that coordinates
the delivery of wholesale electricity to the District—fuel mix and renewable resources.4 Finally,
Section IV summarizes the Commission’s ongoing activities. Selected orders relating to the
Commission’s rules on fuel mix and emissions reporting are included in Attachment 1.
II.

Reporting Requirements for Fuel Mix and Emissions
A.

Fuel Mix

Section 34-1517(c)(2) of the D.C. Code states that before July 1, 2003, and every two (2)
years after that date, “the Commission shall provide a report to the Council on the overall fuel
mix of the electricity sold in the District of Columbia, the amount of electricity sold in the
District of Columbia which comes from renewable energy sources, and on the feasibility of
requiring each licensed electricity supplier doing business in the District of Columbia to provide
a minimum percentage of electricity sold from renewable energy sources.”5 In addition, Section
34-1517(b) of the D.C. Code states that every six (6) months, “each licensed electricity supplier
doing business in the District of Columbia shall report to the Commission on the fuel mix of the
electricity sold by the electricity supplier, including categories of electricity from coal, natural
gas, nuclear, oil, hydroelectric, solar, biomass, wind, and other resources, and on the percentage
of electricity sold by the electricity supplier which comes from renewable energy sources.”
In Order No. 12765, issued June 13, 2003, the Commission adopted interim fuel mix
disclosure regulations and approved the Retail Competition Working Group’s recommendation
that suppliers serving load in the District should report the most current PJM-supplied or selfdetermined fuel mix statistics by June 1 and December 1 of each year. In addition, the
Commission directed suppliers to report to their District customers the fuel mix information in
the June and December billing cycles of each year. Subsequently, in Order No. 13391, issued
September 21, 2004, the Commission directed active suppliers to file a June fuel mix report that
includes information for the previous calendar year and a December fuel mix report that covers
the period January through June of the current year.
B.

Emissions Disclosures

On January 31, 2005, the District Council enacted the Omnibus Utility Amendment Act
of 2004, which became effective on April 12, 2005.6 The Omnibus Act, among other things,
4

This information is provided through PJM Environmental Information Services, Inc. (“PJM-EIS”), which
was formed to provide environmental and emissions attributes reporting and tracking services to its subscribers.
PJM-EIS owns and administers the Generation Attribute Tracking System (“GATS”).
5
The Commission provides an annual report to the District Council on the electricity suppliers’ compliance
with the District’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard.
6
See D.C. Law 15-342, Omnibus Utility Amendment Act of 2004.
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amended several sections of the Electric Restructuring Act and required the Commission to
determine the feasibility of an electricity supplier to disclose every six months emissions on a
pound per megawatt-hour basis and the fuel mix of the electricity sold by that supplier in the
District. In Order No. 13589, issued May 19, 2005, the Commission determined that the
emissions information required by law is available from PJM. In addition, the Commission
concluded that since suppliers are already providing the fuel mix information, it would be
administratively efficient to require electricity suppliers to disclose the emissions information at
the same time that they provide their fuel mix report. Based on information readily available
from PJM, the Commission directed that electricity suppliers report on carbon dioxide, nitrogen
oxide, and sulfur dioxide emissions by June 1 and December 1 of each year. Active electricity
suppliers were also directed to provide this emissions information to their customers.
The Commission finalized the interim disclosure requirements in a rulemaking process.
A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NOPR”) appeared in the D.C. Register on July 11, 2008,
proposing rules governing the submission of fuel mix and emission disclosure reports by the
Potomac Electric Power Company (“Pepco”) and electricity suppliers and replacing the interim
regulations recommended by the Retail Competition Working Group and later adopted by the
Commission in Order No. 12765 (issued June 13, 2003), as well as other Commission directives.
No comments were filed in response to the NOPR. A Notice of Final Rulemaking appeared in
the D.C. Register on September 12, 2008, adopting the rules that appeared in the NOPR. The
rulemaking notices are also included in Attachment 1. As a result of the final rules, electricity
suppliers will provide more supplier-specific information about their fuel mix and will supply
data about carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide emissions in pounds per megawatt
hour. In the past, electricity suppliers generally submitted the PJM system mix information,
which offers no differentiation among suppliers.
III.

Fuel Mix, Renewable Resources and Emissions Disclosures

Figure 1 below provides the fuel mix available in the PJM region for 2012 through 2016.7
Figure 1 also provides a perspective on the share of renewable resources in the PJM region
associated with the generation of electricity. Based on Figure 1, the overall renewable resources
in the PJM region in 2016 represents more than four percent of the available fuel resources.8
Figure 2 below provides additional details about the renewable resources in the PJM
System Mix from 2012 – 2016. As of 2016, wind energy accounts for the largest share among
renewable resources, about 2.2 percent. Among other renewable resources, hydroelectric power
represents the second largest resource in 2016 and comprises roughly one percent. Hydroelectric
power is counted as a Tier II resource under the District’s renewable energy portfolio standard.9
Methane gas and wood-related fuels account for approximately 0.3 and 0.2 percent, respectively,
in 2016.10 Overall, Tier I related resources—such as methane gas, solar and wind—still
7

The PJM system mix represents the distribution of generating resources used to produce electricity in the
PJM region and is used as a proxy to represent the fuel mix for the District of Columbia. A certificate is created for
each megawatt hour of electricity generated. Suppliers may claim certificates from specific generators. Unclaimed
certificates represent the residual mix of generation.
8
The District’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard requirement for 2017 calls for 13.5 percent from Tier I
resources, with 0.98 percent from solar energy resources, and 1.5 percent from Tier II resources.
9
Municipal solid waste is no longer eligible to meet the District’s RPS requirement as of 2013.
10
Coal mine methane gas is not generally eligible under most RPS policies.
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represent a very small share of the current fuel mix in the PJM system—about 2.7 percent in
2016.
Figure 1: PJM System Fuel Mix
2012 - 2016

Source: PJM-EIS GATS

3

Figure 2: Renewable Resources in PJM System Mix
2012 - 2016

Source: PJM-EIS GATS
* These percentages do not include solid waste, which is no longer considered a renewable resource for RPS
purposes.
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PJM has also begun to incorporate the impact of distributed solar photovoltaic (“PV”)
generation into its long-term load forecast. PJM uses the behind-the-meter (“BTM”) solar PV
data from its Generation Attributes Tracking system—adjusting for various factors—to remove
the solar generation impact from its load forecast. This distributed solar impact is separate from
the solar generation that is being transmitted in the wholesale market.
The District Council enacted the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard Act (“REPS
Act”), on January 19, 2005, which established a renewable energy portfolio standard (“RPS”)
that sets the minimum percentage of a District electric provider’s supply source that must be
derived from certain types of renewable energy resources beginning January 1, 2007. 11 The RPS
minimum requirements, among other things, were amended by the Clean and Affordable Energy
Act (“CAE Act”) of 2008.12 Subsequently, the District Council adopted new legislation, the
Distributed Generation Amendment Act of 2011 (“DGAA”), which substantially increased the
RPS requirement for solar energy—up to 2.5 percent by 2023, compared to the previous
requirement of 0.4 percent by 2020.13 In addition, the DGAA generally prohibited certifying
solar energy systems located outside the District of Columbia for RPS purposes. However,
through the enactment of the Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Support Act of 2014, solar energy
resources from other states are now able to meet the Tier I portion of the RPS requirement, but
not the District solar carve-out requirement.
The enactment of the Renewable Portfolio Standard Expansion Amendment Act of 2016
raised the RPS requirement to 50.0 percent from Tier I resources by 2032, with not less than 5.0
percent from solar energy. In addition, among other things, the 2016 Act amended the solar
compliance fee and kept it at 50 cents per kilowatt-hour (“kWh”) shortfall through 2023, before
decreasing to 5 cents per kWh by 2033. Previously, the solar compliance fee was set to begin
decreasing in 2017.14 The 2016 Act also enables 15 MW solar energy systems in the District or
in a location served by a distribution feeder serving the District, and no cap on the size of solar
installations owned by District agencies, to be eligible for certification. The latter change has the
potential to accelerate the number of DC-based solar renewable energy credits (“RECs”) that
may be available to suppliers for compliance purposes in the upcoming years.
The impact of renewable resources is not easily accounted for in the fuel mix reporting.
The renewable resources component in the fuel mix for any particular year may be different from
the same component in the RPS report for that same year because of the manner in which the
RPS requirement is implemented. In particular, pursuant to the Commission’s RPS rules, RECs
are valid for three years from the date of generation. To the extent that an electricity supplier
11

Renewable energy resources are separated into two categories, Tier I and Tier II, with Tier I resources
including solar energy, wind, qualifying biomass, methane, geothermal, ocean, and fuel cells, and Tier II resources
including hydroelectric power other than pumped storage generation, other qualifying biomass, and waste-to-energy.
Minimum percentage requirements are specified for Tier I and Tier II resources, but Tier I resources can be used to
comply with the Tier II standard. In addition, a minimum requirement is carved out specifically for solar energy.
12
The RPS requirement increased to 20 percent by 2020, up from 11 percent by 2022.
13
On August 1, 2011, the Distributed Generation Emergency Amendment Act of 2011 became law (See D.C.
Act 19-126). The permanent version of this legislation, the Distributed Generation Amendment Act of 2011,
became law on October 20, 2011 (See D.C. Law 19-0036).
14
Under the DGAA, the solar energy compliance payment was set to decrease from 50 cents per kWh in 2016
to 35 cents in 2017; then 30 cents in 2018; then 20 cents in 2019 through 2020; then 15 cents in 2021 through 2022;
until reaching 5 cents in 2023 and thereafter.
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meets its RPS compliance requirement using RECs from a year different from the fuel mix
reporting period, the renewable component should not be reflected in the report due to the
difference in the date of generation.15 In addition, District consumers may enter into purchase
power agreements for renewable resources that may not be directly reflected in the fuel mix
reported by suppliers.
The District has made significant progress in certifying renewable energy facilities for the
RPS program. As of June 1, 2017, 5,482 renewable energy systems—including solar
photovoltaic (“PV”) and solar thermal—have been certified and are now eligible to participate in
the District’s RPS program. Solar energy systems account for the vast majority of these
approved renewable systems—5,304 as of June 1. Within the District, as of June 1, there are
currently 2,908 certified solar PV systems and 110 certified solar thermal systems. There
continues to be out-of-District solar energy systems certified for RPS purposes, with 2,286
systems still “grandfathered” into the RPS program under the DGAA or in a location served by a
feeder serving the District.16 The total capacity associated with these solar energy systems is
about 58.5 megawatts (“MW”), of which about 37.6 MW is located in the District. This is well
below the 83.2 MW of estimated solar capacity necessary to meet the current statutory RPS
requirements of 0.98 percent in 2017.
Table 1 below shows the emissions disclosures from 2012 through 2016 based on the
PJM System Fuel Mix:
Table 1: PJM System Mix Emissions
2012 - 2016
(lbs. per MWH)

Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxide
Sulfur Dioxide

2012
1,091.68
0.95
2.4

2013
1,111.80
0.95
2.21

2014
1,107.77
0.9
2.23

2015
1,014.29
0.78
1.61

2016
992.04
0.75
1.32

Source: PJM-EIS GATS

The reported emissions have improved over time, mainly due to the switch from coal to natural
gas as noted above. The District’s Clean Energy Plan calls for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 50 percent below 2006 levels by 2032, and 80 percent below 2006 levels by 2050.
The District’s Sustainable DC Plan also identified two additional targets: (1) increase the use of
renewable energy to 50 percent; and (2) reduce energy use by 50 percent by 2022.17

15

For example, if the fuel mix reporting period is for calendar year 2016 and the electricity supplier acquired
some RECs associated with generation in 2015 to comply with the renewable portfolio standard, then the supplier’s
fuel mix report should not count the renewable resources associated with generation in 2015. The only RECs that
should be included in the fuel mix report would be those renewable resources associated with generation in 2016.
16
This does not include solar energy resources that are eligible to meet the Tier I requirement only and not
the solar carve-out.
17
District Department of Energy and Environment, Clean Energy DC: A Climate and Energy Plan for the
District of Columbia (October 2016, Summary Report).
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IV.

Commission’s Ongoing Activities

The Commission continues to monitor the fuel mix and emissions reports that are
submitted by retail electricity suppliers and Pepco every six months. The Commission will
address, as appropriate, any issues arising from the recent fuel mix and emission filings for June
2017. The Commission staff also continues to monitor the regional GATS collaborative process,
as appropriate, through PJM-EIS meetings. As needed in the future, the Commission will revise
the regulations or issue orders to ensure that electricity suppliers disclose the fuel mix and
emissions information consistent with District law and the Commission’s rules. The
Commission will continue to consider ways to improve upon the reporting of the fuel mix and
emissions information.
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Attachment 1

Commission Orders and Rulemakings on Fuel Mix

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF
1333 H STREET, N.W., 2nd

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WEST TOWER

1

May 19,2005

FORMAL CASE NO. 945, IN THE MATT* OF THE INVESTIGATION INTO
ELECTRIC SERVICE MARKET COMPETITION AND REGULATORY
PRACTICES, Order No. 13589
I.

1,

INTRODUCTION

By this Order, the Public
1.
("Commission") directs all active
information semi-annually as required
by June 1 and December 1 of each

11.

BACKGROUND

2.
All electricity suppliers are
by filing it with the Commission by J
reporting this information to their cu
Columbia City Council enacted the 0
AC~").* The Act became effectiv
Commission to direct each elec
regarding carbon dioxide, nitrog
Commission deems appropriate,
According to the Act, the Comm
supplier to disclose this infonnatio
this information either by rule or b

Commission of the District of Columbia
suppliers to disclose their emissions
aw. Suppliers are to file this information
their fuel mix information.

I
y disclosing their fuel mix information
December 1 of each year as well as
On January 31, 2005, the District of
Amendment Act of 2004 ("Omnibus
, 2005 and, in part, requires the
o disclose emissions information
ioxide, and any other pollutant that the
Id in the District of ~ o l u m b i a . ~
ine whether it is feasible for the
may direct suppliers to provide

I

See Formal Case No. 945, In the Matter of
Competition and Regulatory Practices, Order No.

e Investigation into the Electric Service Market

2

L. No. 15-342 (2005). The Omnibus Act became
ed the "Omnibus Utility Emergency Amendment

Omnibus Utility Amendment Act of 2004,
effective on April 12, 2005. The Omnibus Act
Act of 2005" which was passed in January 2005.
3

4

Omnibus Act at Sec. 304.
Id.

Page No. 2

Order No. 13589
111.

DECISION

3.
The Commission determines
law is readily available from the PJM
organization that includes the District
providing he1 mix information
administratively efficient to
information at the same time,
Because information on
determine that expanding
we direct all
nitrogen oxide, and

the emissions information required by
("PJM"), the regional transmission
Inasmuch as suppliers are already
we believe that it would be
the additional emissions
disclose their fuel mix.
from PJM, we
Consequently,
carbon dioxide,

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED T
4.
All active
information by June 1 and
Commission.

directed to provide their emissions
year to their customers and the
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A TRUE COPY:

BY DI

CHIEF CLERK

CHRIST NE D. BROOKS
COMMI SION SECRETARY

5

Because the PJM Generation Attribute
suppliers can use information fiom PJM's fuel
PJM's Fuel Mix Disclosure Label includes

CTION OF THE COMMISSION:

t

g System ("GATS") is currently not in operation,
disclosure label for their June 1, 2005 filing.
suppliers' fuel mix and emissions.

